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Destination Experience

Denmark is a land of contrasts, from Copenhagen, to The North Sea

and the Limfjord, which can be as calm as a millpond or wild and

rough.

Be immersed in the culture and nature where every act is done for

the greater good!

Copenhagen is the largest city in Denmark and the countries

capital. With its population of just over 777 000 residents

Copenhagen is a dynamic and trendy metropolis, attracting

attention with everything from it is royal rich history to exciting

architecture, famous design, art and shopping.

Copenhagen’s food scene is constantly evolving and has a truly

innovative restaurant scene catering to all budgets and tastes.

Copenhagen, home to the New Nordic cuisine is a culinary hotspot

and has earned itself a unique reputation as a gastronomic capital.

The city offers an impressive 18 Michelin stars at 15 restaurants.



Denmark - Copenhagen



Where and What ?

Oyster safari in Jylland 
3-5hrs drive away from 
Copenhagen or a short 
flight.

Outdoor cooking , out 
in the woods just an 
hour away from 
Copenhagen. 

Island get away 
between Denmark & 
Sweden. 



Outdoor cooking 
'finding back to nature'. 



A truly unique nature and open fire cooking experience in the woods just outside Copenhagen

Only an hour's drive from Copenhagen's pulse and high tempo you will find the complete opposite: glamorous camp 
deep in the woods, well hidden and not accessible to the public. The combination of a beautiful house, tepees and 
incredible Danish nature, creates the best scenery possible for an outdoor cooking experience.

Creating a unique and high-quality experience for You will start by 'finding back to nature'. A comfortable coach will 
take you from Copenhagen into the woods. 
Quiet sounds of the trees swaying in the wind when gathering mushrooms and herbs in the forest guided by an expert
will set the mood just right. These funds will later be used to make a unique bottle of gin in collaboration with our 
craft gin maker. A Michelin chef will take you through an incredibly gastronomic adventure of cooking dinner on an 
open bonfires. You will enjoy it at the beautifuly set table outdoor or in a big heated teepee and feel the calming warm 
light of the small fireplaces. 
When the day comes to an end coach will take You back to Copenhagen. Each and everyone carrying with their own 
and unique bottle of gin to bring back as a memory.

Truly unique and memorable food experience, with access to the best Michelin Chefs and unique venues in the North.

Activity 1 : Outdoor cooking & Gin making



Programme Overview
* to be adjusted as suitable

11.30am Pickup from Copenhagen – by coach

12.45pm Arrival to forest camp.

1.00pm Gather mushrooms and herbs in the forest guided by an expert

2.30pm Making a unique gin from the forest finds with a craft gin maker.

4.00pm Authentic bonfire outdoor cooking with a Michelin chef.

5.30pm Dinner at a beautifuly set table outdoors or on reindeer skin in tepee heated 
by fireplaces

7.00pm Return to Cph







Proposed Agenda
Day 2

Day 2

Denmark

Oyster & Seafood safari 
'finding back to nature'. 



Away from Copenhagen, all the way in Jylland either by Limfjord or Rømø , which is a short flight and some drive 
away you will find nature way different than in  Copenhagen and its areas. 

The clear cold salt water of the Limfjord offers a sumptuous pantry of delicious ingredients. We have found a very 
special place by the fjord, which we would like to take You to. 
You will use this place during the day as a base for the experience. We will go hunting in the Limfjord together with 
our nature guide, go out and 'hunt' delicacies both in the water and at the beach edge. We pick oysters from the oyster 
banks and hunt lobsters and crabs where possible. 
After successful safari hunt, we will return to our base and prepare delicious dinner using ingredients available 
during the season as well as all we have collected. Oysters and champagne, lobsters and crabs followed by best wines, 
served in beautiful and peaceful surroundings and sound of wind and water, what can be better.  

Truly unique and memorable food experience, with access to the best Michelin Chefs, unique venues and private 
plane. 

Activity 2 : Oyster & Seafood safari



Programme Overview
* to be adjusted as suitable 

10:30 Arrival & Briefing

11:00 Breakfast on the beach

11:30 Oyster hunt with expert 

13:00 Lunch on the beach or cabin 

14:00 Oyster hunt continues 

15:00 Food preparation with great seafood chef 

17:00 Early dinner in the beautiful set up by the beach 

19:00 Departure 







Proposed Agenda
Day 2

Day 2

Denmark

Island escape 
'finding back to nature'. 



Just 20 min away from Copenhagen, you can get Your very own Island escape experience. 

Legend has it that this small island between Landskrona and Denmark  called Hven was formed when a giant 
dropped a lump of earth into the sea. Today, Hven is known for its beautiful cliffs dropping straight into the sea, 
white beaches, quaint cottages, cozy cafés and fun hills for cycling. The iconic yellow bikes are typical for Ven and 
offer the best way to explore this beautiful island. 
Whether you are interested in astronomy, whiskey or just breathtaking nature , Hven is the perfect destination  for an 
unforgettable and gastronomic experience away from the big city races. We will take you there in no time with our 
fast rib-boats , that always add excitement to any trip. 
You will get to explore this piece of heaven by bikes , followed by either exclusive Tycho Brache museum visit or  
experience the process of making whiskey and of course taste it. Absolutely one of the most characteristic things to do 
on Hven if you like whiskey.

The possibilities are many!
After exploring island, you will enjoy an exclusive lunch or dinner on the beach , where the summer ingredients are 
prepared and served in the open air for scenery taken out of a Morten Korch film. 

Activity 3 : island escape



Programme Overview
* to be adjusted as suitable 

10:00 Departing from Copnhagen

10:30 Rib boats to Hven. 

11:00 Arrival to Island – welcome drink / bike pick up 

11:30 Exploring Island by bike 

13:00 Exclusive lunch outdoors 

15:00 Private guided  tour of Tycho Rache museum or visit to Whiskey distilerry 

includingtasting. 

17:00 Back to Copenhagen 





Scalability

❑ Elements of each activity can be upgraded or replaced with others (subject to cost adjustment)

❑ Number of participants can be increased or lowered, however that will reflect on activity cost

❑ For each activity Michelin or Upscale chefs will be suggested, client's choice will affect the final cost

❑ Recommended group size 20 to 50 , however group size is adjustable.



Ovation Global
Ovation Denmark is part of the Ovation Global DMC network, The world's first and only professional organization offering 
consistent and seamless world class destination management services in Europe, Asia, North and South America.

The thought-leader in destination management, Ovation Denmark draws on the experience of an expert team operating high 
touch incentive and corporate meeting programmes in the Scandinavian region for more than 20 years.
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Thank y u!


